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Maiolica: Italian Renaissance Ceramics in the Metropolitan Museum of Art
Timothy Wilson 2016-08-29 The form of tin-glazed earthenware known as
maiolica reveals much about the culture and spirit of Renaissance Italy.
Engagingly decorative, often spectacularly colorful, sometimes whimsical or
frankly bawdy, these magnificent objects, which were generally made for use
rather than simple ornamentation, present a fascinating glimpse into the
realities of daily life. Though not as well known as Renaissance painting and
sculpture, maiolica is also prized by collectors and amateurs of the decorative
arts the world over. This volume offers highlights of the world-class collection
of maiolica at the Metropolitan Museum. It presents 135 masterpieces that
reflect more than four hundred years of exquisite artistry, ranging from early
pieces from Pesaro—including an eight-figure group of the Lamentation, the
largest, most ambitious piece of sculpture produced in a Renaissance maiolica
workshop—to everyday objects such as albarelli (pharmacy jars), bella donna
plates, and humorous genre scenes. Each piece has been newly
photographed for this volume, and each is presented with a full discussion,
provenance, exhibition history, publication history, notes on form and glaze,
and condition report. Two essays by Timothy Wilson, widely considered the

foremost scholar in the field, provide overviews of the history and technique of
maiolica as well as an account of the formation of The Met's collection. Also
featured is a wide-ranging introduction by Luke Syson that examines how the
function of an object governed the visual and compositional choices made by
the pottery painter. As the latest volume in The Met's series of decorative arts
highlights, Maiolica is an invaluable resource for scholars and collectors as
well as an absorbing general introduction to a multifaceted subject.
La porcellana dei Medici Alessandro Alinari 2009
Italian Ceramics Catherine Hess 2003-01-01 In 1984 the Getty Museum
acquired an exceptional collection of Italian Renaissance maiolica, or tinglazed earthenware. These often brilliantly colored objects range from an early
Florentine jar with relief-blue decoration to a much later Mannerist dish with
grotesque ornament. The collection was the subject of Italian Maiolica, a
beautifully illustrated catalogue that the Museum published in 1988. Italian
Ceramics amplifies and updates the earlier volume, including objects—some
of them porcelain and terracotta—acquired during the intervening years.
Among them are a pair of eighteenth-century candlesticks representing
mythological scenes and a tabletop with hunting scenes; and, from the 1790s,
the beautifully modeled and painted Saint Joseph with the Christ Child. Italian
Ceramics contains the most recent scientific, historical, and iconographic
information about the Museum’s holdings. Completely revised and expanded,
this book offers a wealth of new information about the Getty Museum’s superb
collection, which spans more than four centuries of Italian ceramic art.
Western Decorative Arts: National Gallery of Art (U.S.) 1993 Catalog of the
following works in the National Gallery of Art's collection of decorative arts:
Chinese porcelains from the Qing dynasty, Persian and Indian rugs and
carpets from the Peter A.B. Widener collection, two Chinese paintings from the
19th century and a 17th century Coromandel lacquer screen.
Bibliographic Guide to Art and Architecture New York Public Library. Art and
Architecture Division 2001
Europe 2008 Let's Go, Inc. Staff 2007-11-27 Offering a comprehensive guide
to economical travel in diverse regions of the world, these innovative new
versions of the popular handbooks feature an all-new look, sidebars
highlighting essential tips and facts, information on a wide range of itineraries,
transportation options, off-the-beaten-path adventures, expanded lodging and
dining options in every price range, additional nightlife options, enhanced
cultural coverage, shopping tips, maps, 3-D topographical maps, regional
culinary specialties, cost-cutting tips, and other essentials.
Italian Majolica Jörg Rasmussen 1989
Toscana 2004
An Italian Palazzo in Germany Wolfgang Schäche 2006 The historical, political

and artistic background to the Italian Embassy in Berlin which, though planned
in 1937, finally opened in 2003.
Let's Go 2009 Western Europe Let's Go Inc. 2008-11-25 Offering a
comprehensive guide to economical travel in diverse regions of the world,
these innovative new versions of the popular handbooks feature an all-new
look, sidebars highlighting essential tips and facts, information on a wide range
of itineraries, transportation options, off-the-beaten-path adventures, expanded
lodging and dining options in every price range, additional nightlife options,
enhanced cultural coverage, shopping tips, maps, 3-D topographical maps,
regional culinary specialties, cost-cutting tips, and other essentials.
European Furniture in The Metropolitan Museum of Art Daniëlle O. KislukGrosheide, 2006-05-30 This beautifully produced volume is the first to survey
the Metropolitan Museum's world-renowned collection of European furniture.
One hundred and three superb examples from the Museum's vast holdings are
featured. They originated in workshops in England, France, Germany, Italy,
the Netherlands, Austria, Russia, or Spain and date from the Renaissance to
the late nineteenth century. A number of them belonged to such important
historical figures as Pope Urban VIII, Louis XIV, Madame de Pompadour, and
Napoleon. The selection includes chairs, tables, beds, cabinets, commodes,
settees and sofas, bookcases and standing shelves, desks, fire screens,
athéniennes, coffers, chests, mirrors and frames, showcases, and lighting
equipment. There is also one purely decorative piece, a superb vase made for
a Russian noble family who, according to one awestruck viewer, "owned all the
malachite mines in the world." The makers of some of the objects are
unknown, but most of the pieces can be identified by label, documentation, or
style as the work of an outstanding European designer-craftsman, such as
André-Charles Boulle, Thomas Chippendale, David Roentgen, or Karl
Friedrich Schinkel.
L’Europa dei “Soliti Noti” Roberto Mucci
Let's Go 2006 Western Europe Jeremy Todd 2005-11-29 For the European
traveler whos visiting several countries but skipping Eastern Europe. This book
does, however, cover Prague and Budapest, as well as the Dalmation Coast
and destinations in Northern Europe.
Antonio Piva Aa.Vv. 2011-10-12T00:00:00+02:00 La lunga e intensa attività di
Antonio Piva, architetto e docente universitario, documenta un saldo e
costante impegno intellettuale sul progetto di architettura, affrontato con
sensibilità, misura e senso di responsabilità. In base a un’idea di ragione e di
progresso non riducibile a soluzioni autoreferenziali, la sua azione si confronta
con le condizioni e le molteplici mediazioni del contesto, introducendo lo
stimolo di argomentazioni teoriche innovative come risorse per il progetto.
L’attenzione di Piva ai riferimenti della contemporaneità traccia un nuovo

indirizzo della cultura del progetto nella "Scuola milanese": l’inserimento
dell’atto progettuale alla scala architettonica nel quadro interpretativo
dell’attualità, come riflesso delle trasformazioni culturali e sociali. Instancabile
organizzatore di eventi nella Facoltà di Architettura di Milano,Antonio Piva può
essere definito un vero e proprio operatore culturale che ha aperto il progetto
ai grandi temi dell’architettura: la città multietnica, la rete musei-territorio, il
rapporto giardino paesaggio, gli archivi di architettura, le relazioni tra
architettura e politica. La ricerca dell’integrazione multidisciplinare, praticata
nella professione e nella didattica, e la fedeltà costruttiva all’eredità di Franco
Albini e Franca Helg sono ulteriori fattori identificativi che fanno emergere la
sua figura di architetto protagonista della cultura della seconda metà del XX
secolo. Il suo campo di applicazione si avvale di un particolare interesse per la
valorizzazione delle preesistenze architettoniche e il progetto del museo, come
declinazione specifica del rinnovamento degli spazi per la cultura. Le
potenzialità strategiche dell’atto trasformativo del progetto sono messe al
servizio di un’interpretazione rivolta al futuro e al senso etico delle decisioni
che, in Piva, si delineano in risposte spaziali e formali misurate e "ragionevoli",
in rapporto alle risorse offerte dalla realtà. Realtà, nella professione e
nell’insegnamento, significa per Piva assumere progettualmente casi concreti,
prendere coscienza delle risorse disponibili (spaziali e aspaziali), aprirsi ai
messaggi e alle istanze della società che cambia e avere un ruolo propositivo
nei margini di una fattibilità che, avvalendosi della tecnica e di verifiche alla
scala di dettaglio, tende a raccordare tradizione e innovazione.
The Medici, Michelangelo, & the Art of Late Renaissance Florence Cristina
Acidini 2002-01-01 "Publisdhed in conjuntion with the exhibition: Magnificenza!
the Medici, Michelangelo, & the Art of Late Renaissance Florence (In Italy,
L'Ombra del genio: Michelangelo e l'arte a Firenze, 1538-1631) ..."--Title page
verso.
Baroque Luxury Porcelain Johann Kräftner 2005
XXXVI Convegno 2003: Le ceramiche nelle collezioni pubbliche e private.
Studio, restauro e fruizione pubblica Centro ligure per la storia della ceramica
2004-01-01 Sommario Lucy Vallauri, Jean Louis Vayssettes, Les faïences
montpelliéraines du XVIIe siècle: l’archéologie, l’érudition, les collections, les
archives Loredana Pessa, Le collezioni di ceramiche del Comune di Genova:
profilo storico e prospettive museografiche Ilaria Micheletti, La raccolta di
laggioni del Museo di Sant’Agostino: analisi, riordinamento e nuova
catalogazione Andrea de Pascale, Le ceramiche extraeuropee del Castello
D’Albertis di Genova: tecniche, clture, incontri Rita Lavagna, Donatella
Ventura, La collezione del Centro Ligure per la Storia della Ceramica Cecilia
Chilosi, Un particolare tipo di raccolte: ipotesi di itinerario tra le ceramiche
nelle architetture del territorio savonese Tullio Mazzotti, La collezione della

Fabbrica casa museo ‘Giuseppe Mazzotti 1903’ di Albisola Marina Anna
Moore Valeri, Ceramiche italiane nelle collezioni del George R. Gardiner
Museum of Ceramic Art Jaume Coll Conesa, El Museo Nacional de Cerámica
‘González Martí’: cinco décadas de trayectoria Gabriella Manna, La Collezione
Martin conservata nel Museo Internazionale delle Ceramiche di Faenza Marco
Iacopini, La collezione del ‘Museo del Campionario’ dell’Istituto d’Arte G.
Ballardini di Faenza Sergio Nepoti, Museo delle Maioliche di Mondaino: il
progetto per un’esposizione di reperti frammentari Andrea Perin, Il Museo
delle Maioliche di Mondaino (Rimini): allestimento Graziella Berti, Mariagiulia
Burresi, Ceramiche medievali e post-medievali nei musei di Pisa Marino
Marini, Le maioliche della donazione Contini-Bonacossi nella Galleria degli
Uffizi Simona Pannuzi, Tuccio Sante Guido, Ceramiche medievali e
postmedievali del castello di Ostia Antica: il restauro e la musealizzazione
Antonio Alterio, Il Museo Civico e la maiolica di Ariano Irpino Enza Cilia
Platamone, Salvina Fiorilla, Dalle collezioni del Museo Regionale della
Ceramica di Caltagirone: nuove acquisizioni sulle ceramiche medievali delle
fornaci di Agrigento Comunicazioni a tema libero Arrigo Cameirana, Maioliche
savonesi del XVII secolo. Contributo a una ricerca dell’anonimo pittore
Giuseppe Buscaglia, Date certe e dubbie attribuzioni per Bartolomeo
Guidobono Giovanni Andrea Martini, Il sepolcro in terracotta del Beato Pacifico
nella Basilica di Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari a Venezia: un’esperienza
didattica pluridisciplinare dell’Istituto Statale d’Arte di Venezia Stefano
Roascio, Silvia Carminati, Glauco Mantegari, Terre cotte architettoniche in una
trifora medievale a Borghetto Santo Spirito (SV) Severino Fossati,
Rappresentazione matematica delle forme ceramiche Mirko Peripimeno, Frank
Salvadori, Nuovi percorsi di documentazione archeologica per mezzo di uno
scanner 3D Silvana Gavagnin, Stefano Roascio, La circolazione ceramica in
epoca medievale e post-medievale in Carnia: le graffite a San Martino di Ovaro
Porcellane dell'Ottocento a Palazzo Pitti Museo degli argenti (Florence, Italy)
1983
European Porcelain in The Metropolitan Museum of Art Jeffrey Munger 201805-09 Porcelain imported from China was the most highly coveted new
medium in sixteenth- and early seventeenth--century Europe. Its pure white
color, translucency, and durability, as well as the delicacy of decoration, were
impossible to achieve in European earthenware and stoneware. In response,
European ceramic factories set out to discover the process of producing
porcelain in the Chinese manner, with significant artistic, technical, and
commercial ramifications for Britain and the Continent. Indeed, not only
artisans, but kings, noble patrons, and entrepreneurs all joined in the quest,
hoping to gain both prestige and profit from the enterprises they established.
This beautifully illustrated volume showcases ninety works that span the late

sixteenth to the mid-nineteenth century and reflect the major currents of
European porcelain production. Each work is illustrated with glorious new
photography, accompanied by analysis and interpretation by one of the
leading experts in European decorative arts. Among the wide range of
porcelains selected are rare blue-and-white wares and figures from Italy,
superb examples from the Meissen factory in Germany and the Sèvres factory
in France, and ceramics produced by leading British eighteenth-century
artisans. Taken together, they reveal why the Metropolitan Museum’s holdings
in this field are among the finest in the world. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 14.0px Verdana}
Sèvres Porcelain Carl Christian Dauterman 1986
The Palgrave Handbook of Masculinity and Political Culture in Europe
Christopher Fletcher 2018-02-02 This handbook aims to challenge ‘gender
blindness’ in the historical study of high politics, power, authority and
government, by bringing together a group of scholars at the forefront of current
historical research into the relationship between masculinity and political
power. Until very recently in historical terms, formal political authority in
Europe was normally and ideally held by adult males, with female power being
perceived as a recurrent aberration. Yet paradoxically the study of the
interactions between masculinity and political culture is still very much in its
infancy. This volume seeks to remedy this lacuna by considering the different
consequences of the masculinity of power over two millennia of European
history. It examines how masculinity and political culture have interacted from
ancient Rome and the early medieval Byzantine empire, to twentieth-century
Germany and Italy. It considers a broad variety of case studies from early
medieval Iceland and late medieval France, to Naples at the time of the
French Revolution and Strasbourg after the Franco-Prussian War, with a
particular focus on the development of political masculinities in Great Britain
between the sixteenth century and the present day.
Fragile Diplomacy Maureen Cassidy-Geiger 2007-01-01 While imported
Chinese porcelain had become a valuable commodity in Europe in the
seventeenth century, local attempts to produce porcelain long remained
unsuccessful. At last the secret of hard-paste porcelain was uncovered, and in
1710 the first European porcelain was manufactured in Saxony. Meissen
porcelain, still manufactured today, soon ranked in value with silver and gold.
This thorough and lavishly illustrated volume explores the early years of
Meissen porcelain and how the princes of Saxony came to use highly prized
porcelain pieces as diplomatic gifts for presentation to foreign courts. An
eminent team of international contributors examines the trade of Meissen with
other nations, from England to Russia. They also investigate the cultural
ambience of the Dresden Court, varying tastes of the markets, the wide range

of porcelain objects, and their designers and makers. Individual chapters are
devoted to gifts to Denmark, other German courts, the Holy Roman Empire,
Italy, France, and other nations. For every Meissen collector or enthusiast, this
book will be not only a treasured handbook but also a source of visual delight.
Chinoiserie Francesco Morena 2009 The first complete study of Chinoiserie in
Italy.
Florence - Travel Europe 2012-05 Birthplace of the Renaissance, home of the
Italian language and centre of the art world, Florence, or “The Lily” as it is
known by its inhabitants, gets its name from the flower which dominates the
city’s coat of arms. It is a living, breathing open-air museum: taking a walk
along the Lungarno as far as Pontevecchio and stopping for a while in Piazza
della Signoria to admire the Dome and the Giotto Bell Tower is an
unforgettable experience. The Florence of today teems with throbbing,
fermenting artists whose excellence in the field of fashion is turning the city
into a style capital, in Italy second only to Milan. Even more so when Pitti
Uomo, which dictates the rules for men’s elegance, takes place in January and
June. Whether you are there for only 48 hours or longer, for business or
leisure, this Travel Europe guide selected for you the best of the city, through
new trendy addresses and well-known destinations, contemporary design and
tradition, low budget solutions and more exclusive locations. The guide
provides you quick information about tourist trails, shopping, museums, hotels,
cafés, restaurants and clubs. Moreover, a conversation manual, a city map
and a transport map.
Le porcellane europee del Museo di Palazzo Venezia Museo nazionale del
Palazzo di Venezia 2004
Napoli e dintorni Touring club italiano 2001
Art Museums of the World Virginia Jackson 1987 An authoritative reference
work that lists more than 200 selected museums in countries from Afghanistan
to Zaire. . . . This set responds to the need for a work that offers serious
researchers scholarly articles on the history and collections of the world's
major museums. Choice This volume will be of great use to scholars for the
valuable and frequently difficult to obtain information it provides, including facts
about museum libraries and the availability of slides and photographs. Not only
will it be a wonderful reference tool for researchers, but it also makes
fascinating reading for the armchair traveler. Highly recommended. Library
Journal
Sculture in bronzo Pietro Cannata 2011-11-10T00:00:00+01:00 Questo
volume presenta gli esiti degli studi e delle ricerche condotte da Pietro
Cannata, ordinatore della sezione dei bronzi del Museo Nazionale del Palazzo
di Venezia. L’attenzione all’antico da parte di numerosi scultori rinascimentali è
facilmente rilevabile in molti bronzetti della vasta raccolta del Museo: si tratta

non solo delle riproduzioni dei capolavori della scultura romana e greca,
rinvenuti nel tempo o esaltati da sempre a Roma, ma anche di molte opere
con raffigurazioni affatto originali. Nel 1503 Pomponio Gaurico (1480-1530)
pubblica il suo trattato De Sculptura, dove, tra l’altro, elenca le componenti
culturali che devono essere possedute dallo scultore ideale: dopo aver
ricordato che Socrate ed alcuni imperatori romani stimarono e praticarono la
scultura, l’autore suggerisce le molte discipline che uno scultore deve studiare,
tra esse vi è quella che definisce l’antiquaria, cioè la scienza dell’antichità.
European Fans in the 17th and 18th Centuries Miriam Volmert 2019-12-02 In
17th and 18th century Europe, folding fans were important, socially-coded
fashion accessories. In the course of the 18th century, painted and printed fan
leaves displayed an increasing variety of visual motifs and artistic subject
matter, while many of them also addressed contemporary political and social
topics. This book studies the visual and material diversity of fans from an
interdisciplinary perspective. The individual essays analyze fans in the context
of the fine and applied arts, discussing the role of fans in cultures of
communication and examining them as souvenir objects and vehicles for
political and social messages.
EurAsian Matters Anna Grasskamp 2018-05-03 The volume examines the
mutually constitutive relationship between the materiality of objects and their
aesthetic meanings. Its approach connects material culture with art history,
curation, technologies and practices of making. A central dimension of the
case studies collected here is the mobility of objects between Europe and
China and the transformations that unfold as a result of their transcultural lives.
Many of the objects studied here are relatively unknown or understudied. The
stories they recount suggest new ways of thinking about space, cultural
geographies and the complex and often contradictory association of power
and culture. These studies of transcultural objects can suggest pathways for
museum experts by uncovering the multi-layered identities and temporalities of
objects that can no longer be labelled as located in single regions. It is also
addressed to students of art history, of European and Chinese studies and
scholars of consumer culture. « This eagerly awaited volume offers deep and
extensive insights into the fast-growing field of material culture studies. Its
fresh approach to Eurasian objects and materialities will serve as useful
reading for all scholars interested in transcultural and global studies. A very
helpful introductory essay. » Sabine du Crest, University of Bordeaux
Montaigne, Former Fellow, The Harvard University Center for Italian
Renaissance Studies.
Guida al Museo Nazionale del Palazzo di Venezia Museo di Palazzo Venezia
(Rome, Italy) 2009
The Museo Degli Argenti

Marilena Mosco 2004
Sculpture Collections in Europe and the United States 1500-1930 2021-04-26
Exploring the various forms taken by sculpture collections, this volume
presents new research on collectors, modes of display, and the aesthetics of
viewing sculpture, making a notable addition to the literature on the history of
sculpture and art collecting as a cultural phenomenon.
China and the Church Christopher M. S. Johns 2016-02-16 This
groundbreaking study examines decorative Chinese works of art and visual
culture, known as chinoiserie, in the context of church and state politics, with a
particular focus on the Catholic missions’ impact on Western attitudes toward
China and the Chinese. Art-historical examinations of chinoiserie have largely
ignored the role of the Church and its conversion efforts in Asia. Johns,
however, demonstrates that the emperor’s 1722 prohibition against Catholic
evangelization, which occurred after almost a century and a half of tolerance,
prompted a remarkable change in European visualizations of China in Roman
Catholic countries. ChinaandtheChurch considers the progress of Christianity
in China during the late Ming and early Qing dynasties, examines authentic
works of Chinese art available to the European artists who produced
chinoiserie, and explains how the East Asian male body in Western art
changed from “normative” depictions to whimsical, feminized grotesques after
the collapse of the missionary efforts during the 1720s.
Le porcellane europee al Castello Sforzesco Luca Melegati 1999
Le porcellane francesi a Palazzo Pitti ... Museo delle porcellane, Florence
1973
Art of the Royal Court Wolfram Koeppe 2008 "In the royal and princely courts
of Europe, artworks made of multicolored semiprecious stones were
passionately coveted objects. Known as pietre dure, or hardstones, this type of
artistic expression includes?paintings in stone,? which were composed of
intricately cut separate pieces that were made into magnificent tabetops,
cabinets, and wall decorations. Other works included vessels and ornaments
carved with virtuosic skill from a single piece of rare and brilliant lapis lazuli,
chalcedony, jasper, or similarly prized substance; exquisite objects such as
boxes, clocks, and jewelry; and portraits of nobles sculpted in variously
colored stones. Derived from ancient Roman decorative stonework, the art of
pietre dure was developed in Renaissance Florence, where the manufacture
of such objects was enthusiastically sponsored by Medici princes. Ideally
suited for ostentatious display, the works sent an unmistakable message of
wealth and political might that was understood in centers of power
everywhere. From Italy the medium spread across Europeto Prague, Madrid,
Naples, Paris, and later Saint Petersburg. Precious and fragile, pietre dure
objects are rarely brought together in large numbers. This richly illustrated

catalogue contains more than 150 masterworks from across Europe, dating
from five centuries, including almost every artistic use of semiprecious stone
during this time as well as some of the finest examples of the medium. Eight
essays by European and American experts discuss the individualized
development of pietre dure in every European region, the latest developments
in scholarship, the interrelationships between art and dynastic politics and
between cultures, and a variety of techniques used to produce these luxurious
masterworks."--Metropolitan Museum of Art website.
Le porcellane europee del Museo di Palazzo Venezia Maria Letizia Casanova
Uccella 2004
Loza dorada a Palazzo Venezia Museo di Palazzo Venezia (Rome, Italy) 2008
Galleria nazionale d'arte antica Lorenza Mochi Onori 2008 Prefazioni:
Francesco Rutelli; Emmanuele Francesco Maria Emanuele; Presentazione,
Claudio Strianti;La Galleria Nazionale d'Arte Antica di Palazzo Barberini,
Lorenza Mochi Onori e Rossella Vodret; Le principali collezioni confluite nella
Galleria Nazionale d'Arte Antica di Palazzo Barberini, Lorenza Mochi Onori e
Rossella Vodret; Catalogo, Lorenza Mochi Onori e Rosella Vodret; Mostre;
Indice per autori; Indice per sogetto; Indice per provenienza; Bibliografia.
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